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An analysis of recurring patterns of human motivation 
Conducted by Leading Indicator Systems 

April 14th, 2022

To understand the fundamental patterns of human motivation, Leading 
Indicator Systems (LIS) conducted a series of five nationally-representative 
online surveys ranging between 600 and 1,000 full-time workers employed by 
companies with at least 20 employees semi-annually in 2020, and 2021.
Using LIS’ proprietary AgileBrainSM, a neuroscience-based emotional / 
motivational measurement technology, and k-means segmentation algorithms, 
our analysis revealed the   existence of ten types, each with its own unique 
pattern of motivations and its own unique set of needs. In order to develop an 
holistic view of each type, the analysis was enriched through the inclusion of a 
variety of standard psychological inventories including the “Big Five” personality 
traits (openness to experience, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, 
and neuroticism), the Rokeach Values Survey, the Perceived Stress Scale, the 
Brief COPE assessment of coping styles, a series of well-being indicators, and full 
demographics.  This white paper reports the results of the study in terms of each 
type’s emotional needs, attitudes toward their work and lives overall, and 
guidance for coaches on how to best work with each.

The ten types are evidence-based, using quantitative analysis of large 
datasets. The algorithm that classifies the ten types is astoundingly 
precise, reproducing them with 97 percent accuracy. Through this simple, 
three-minute image selection exercise, a wealth of information about client and 
prospect emotional needs, and their motivation to change, is instantly unlocked.
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Hullinger, A. M. and DiGirolamo, J. A. (2018). Referring a client to therapy: A set of guidelines. Retrieved from 
International Coaching Federation website: www.coachingfederation.org/client-referral-one-sheet.

WHEN AND HOW TO REFER A CLIENT TO THERAPY  
OR OTHER HELPING PROFESSIONALS*

Sources: American Psychiatric Association. (2013). Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders (DSM-5) (5th ed.).
Arlington, VA: American Psychiatric Association. American Psychological Association. (2017). Retrieved from www.apa.org.
Qualitative research conducted by ICF.

Cite as: Hullinger, A. M. and DiGirolamo, J. A. (2018). Referring a client to therapy: A set of guidelines. Retrieved from 
International Coaching Federation website: www.coachingfederation.org/client-referral-one-sheet.

* Other helping professionals include a support group, a mentor, a specialist coach, or a spiritual representative.  
See “Referring a Client to Therapy: A Set of Guidelines” for more details on indicators and the referral process.

** Keep in mind that mental health is on a spectrum, so watch for duration, frequency, and intensity of symptoms.  
Consider consulting a supervisor or a mental health professional when you are uncertain.

WHY

• Coach’s ethical responsibility
• Psychotherapy is outside 

coaching scope of work
• Intervention is important  

to recovery

• Intervention may save a life

WHEN**

• Issue is outside your competency 
and experience level

• Issue interferes with daily 
functioning

• Issue is a barrier to making 
progress in coaching

• Issue is psychological in 
nature and deals with deep-
seated emotions

HOW

• Be direct and calm
• Express concern and care
• Point out specific behaviors
• Listen closely
• Encourage client to seek help
• Normalize therapy
• Make referral

SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS

• Marked changes in mood such as irritability, 
anger, anxiety, or sadness

• Decline in performance at work or school
• Withdrawal from social relationships  

and activities
• Changes in weight and appearance, including 

negligence of personal hygiene
• Disturbances in sleep (either oversleeping or 

difficulty falling or staying asleep)

• Expresses hopelessness or suicidal thoughts

Common issues that warrant a referral to therapy 
include anxiety, depression, eating disorders, post-
traumatic stress, substance abuse, suicidal ideation, 
and thought disorders. 

EMERGENCY SITUATIONS

If you believe someone may be in imminent danger 
of self-harm or hurting another person: 

• Call your local emergency number

• Stay with person until help arrives

• Ask what means they have that may cause harm

• Listen, but do not judge, argue, threaten, or yell

If you think someone is considering suicide, get help 
from a crisis or suicide prevention hotline. 

Contact information for crisis centers: 

Befrienders Worldwide
https://www.befrienders.org/
International Association for Suicide Prevention
https://www.iasp.info/resources/Crisis_Centres
International Suicide Prevention Wiki
http://suicideprevention.wikia.com/wiki/
International_
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Why use this guide?

The invention of AgileBrainSM is a watershed moment in the field of human capital assessment. 
For the first time, practitioners have access to an affordable, scalable applied neuroscientific 
emotional and motivational measurement tool. If you are reading this AgileBrain Ten Types Field 
Guide, then you’ve probably already taken AgileBrain yourself and have experienced the power 
and promise of emotional-motivational profiling – both as a diagnostic tool for identifying 
emotional needs and as a yardstick for measuring progress on the journey to emotional fulfill-
ment for your clients. 

As Complex as Human Emotions

Like fingerprints, no two AgileBrainSM profiles are identical. AgileBrain assesses twenty-four 
different emotional needs, the positive and negative energies associated with the twelve cells of 
the motivational matrix. If we reduced the AgileBrain algorithm to a simple binary “on vs. off” for 
each of these twenty-four needs, we would still end up with 6.204484e+23 (that’s 23 decimal 
places or 620 sextillion!) possible combinations. But wait! AgileBrain goes even further by 
incorporating the latency of response to each image. The resulting algorithm results in a 
nearly infinite number of possible combinations (a level of complexity to match human emotions 
themselves). With so many possible combinations, it can be difficult to “get your head around” 
the differences among AgileBrain Profiles (even subsequent profiles for the same client). For 
this reason, LIS developed a more manageable set of ten common profiles, or types.
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The AgileBrainSM Ten Types

The Ten Types were created empirically, using well-established statistical tools, to distill 
thousands of AgileBrainSM profiles into a set of highly differentiated segments, different from 
each other in meaningful ways. LIS supplemented the AgileBrain data with a wide range of 
standard psychological inventories, including the “Big Five” personality traits (the foundation of 
MBTI, DiSC, and Enneagram), Strengths/Talents assessment, Holland Occupational 
Personalities, Emotional Intelligence Scale, Rokeach Values Survey, Locus of Control, 
Perceived Stress Scale, Brief COPE assessment of coping styles, Imposter Syndrome scale, UCLA 
Loneliness Scale, Self-Actualization and Self-Transcendence scales, a series of well-being 
indicators, and full range of demographics. This cross-assessment analysis means that the Ten 
Types can be understood from a complete 360-degree psychological perspective.

A Rich Profile 

Close examination of a client’s AgileBrainSM Profile and Type offers many benefits to the coach 
and the client alike. The richness of the information can shed light on your client’s:

•  Areas of hidden conflicts or blocked desires
•  Degree of emotional openness or reticence
•  Intensity of their emotional needs and valence (negative or positive)
•  Levels of conscientiousness, agreeableness and trait anxiety (neurosis)
•  Strengths, sense of self-efficacy, and locus of control 

These characteristics go well beyond the “nice to know” for coaches, with direct implications 
for:

• How clients might best be engaged
• Whether they should be incorporated into groups or worked with individually
• The potential presence of comorbidities, like loneliness, anxiety disorders                    

or depression
• The motivational energies that might best impel them toward happier, more            

fulfilled lives

The description of each Type ends with these kinds of tips and suggestions for you, the coach, 
to help you make the most of your time with your client.
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Minutes and Milliseconds, Continuously

Incredibly, all of this insight is instantly knowable when we marry your client’s 3-minute 
AgileBrainSM exercise with the Ten Types classification algorithm – a process that takes 
milliseconds. Better yet, the algorithm works with an astounding 97 percent accuracy! The 
AgileBrain team is continuously running profiling studies to incorporate emerging trends and 
psychological constructs to ensure that the information available is as rich and timely 
as possible.

As you immerse yourself in the AgileBrain Ten Types Field Guide, we hope you will find a rich 
vein of insight relevant to your clients and coaching practice. 

Our analysis reveals the existence of ten types with regard to their emotional end-goals. Each 
represents a meaningful share of the adult population, and each type varies meaningfully in 
terms of personality traits and emotional needs. The ten types are summarized in the chart and 
table below.
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Cautious Concealers

Casual, low agreeableness,  
yet open to new experiences

Desire not to reveal their 
emotional needs

Rank among the highest 
for avoidance/denial 

Report the highest level of 
challenge in doing their jobs

Positive need for 
material success

Highest concentration of 
senior and middle managers

Need for relief from 
feelings of scorn 

High level of stress

mailto:info@leadingindicator.com
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Cautious Concealers

Emotional Need Profile

Type:
Cautious Concealers

Need Skew:
Balanced

Need Activation:
Low (Concealed)

Elevated Needs:
Success, Scorn

Psychological Profile

Personality:
Casual, Disagreeable, Extraverted, Innovative, 
Insecure

Coping Style:
Denial/Avoidance

Locus of Control: 
External

Imposter Syndrome:
Highest

Values:
Friendship, Love, Self-Respect, Equality, 
Pleasure, Recognition

Degree of Self-actualization:
Least; limited by feelings of inadequacy; lack 
of agency; lack of purpose

Stress Level:
High; Own/family physical health; own 
emotional state; may feel unsafe at work

Self Transcendence:
High; believe in larger purpose; fulfillment of 
prayer

Social Profile

Archetype (roles played):
Innocent, Artist, Hero

Loneliness:
Moderate

Emotional Intelligence:
High EQ: recognize own emotions; strong 
regulation of own & others’ emotions

Social Support:
Unsupported at home; high unmet care needs
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Cautious Concealers

Career Profile

Career Values:
Inclusion, Authenticity, Recognition

Approach to Learning:
Love learning for its own sake

Work Attitudes:
Very challenged; lots of resources; very 
connected to mgr, coworkers; employer cares; 
most monitoring of emotional wellbeing; 
expect fundamental changes; polarized: half 
say relationship will weaken, a quarter, 
weaken; working harder than ever; among 
most likely to have switched jobs recently or 
plan to quit; 2nd highest “company cares”; 
2nd most likely to recommend; 2nd highest 
job satisfaction; 2nd most realistic 
self-assessment

Occupational Profile: 
Artistic, Social, Realistic, Investigative

Strengths:
Relationships, Confident in strengths, Big 
picture, See patterns in chaos, Imposing will, 
Need order, Visionary

Work Types Open To:
Flexibility; practical; learn process and re-
peat it; work with others; solve problems; be 
inspired by others; care for others; learn new 
things; share ideas; being challenged; move 
people to action; being an expert; organize 
chaos; take the lead; deadlines; early adopter

Personal Profile

Activities:
Professional development, social justice

Frequency of Checking Social Media:
Constantly, hourly
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Cautious Concealers

Coaching Profile

Coaching Status:
Most likely to already have a coach

Coaching Segment:
Authentics

Coaching Approach:

Interestingly, this group is one encountered regularly when doing demonstrations of 
AgileBrainSM for senior executives, particularly those in tenuous positions. In truth, by not 
responding, they are actually telling us quite a lot about themselves. Interestingly, because of 
their reticence to reveal themselves through an online assessment, they are particularly good 
prospects for a private, personal coaching relationship. Once trust is established, and they are 
assured of confidentiality, Cautious Concealers should be encouraged to re-take the 
AgileBrainSM exercise, when they are ready to share a deeper layer of themselves.
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Diligent Achievers

Need for relief from feelings 
of limitation

Strong positive need for 
personal authenticity

Spirituality is a guiding 
force 

Report high level of challenge 
in doing their jobs

Feel that they have 
all the resources 
they need 

Satisfied with their jobs

Very good health, with few 
concerns about safety, 
mental health, or job loss

Average  level of 
stress
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Diligent Achievers

Emotional Need Profile

Type:
Diligent Achievers

Need Skew:
Negative

Need Activation:
Low 

Elevated Needs:
Authenticity, Limitation

Psychological Profile

Personality:
Diligent, Disagreeable, Conventional, Insecure

Coping Style:
Problem solving

Locus of Control: 
Mixed

Imposter Syndrome:
High

Values:
Love, Self-Respect, Happiness, Inner 
Harmony, Freedom,  Recognition, Comfort, 
National Security

Degree of Self-actualization:
Low; limited by feelings of inadequacy; lack of 
purpose

Stress Level:
Moderate; Worried about economy, 
breakdown of society

Self Transcendence:
Low

Social Profile

Archetype (roles played):
Caregiver, Outlaw

Loneliness:
Very lonely; lacking companionship, isolated

Emotional Intelligence:
Lowest EQ: Weak recognition/regulation of 
own & others emotions

Social Support:
Moderately supported at home; weakest 
support network
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Diligent Achievers

Career Profile

Career Values:
Caring, Safety, Potential, Autonomy

Occupational Profile: 
Social, Investigative, Conventional

Work Attitudes:
Very challenged; under-resourced; 
disconnected from mgr, coworkers; don’t 
understand back to work plan; uncaring 
employer; monitoring of emotional 
wellbeing; expect minor changes; relationship 
won’t change or will weaken; fear burnout; low 
job change, quitting; income gap is too large; 
most likely to say company’s social justice 
efforts are insincere; company doesn’t care; 
3rd least likely to recommend; 3rd lowest job 
satisfaction

Work Types Open To:
Learn process and repeat it; stay behind the 
scenes; care for others; connect in person; 
keep records

Strengths:
Relationships, Big Picture, See patterns in 
chaos, Impatient for action, Confident in 
strengths

Personal Profile

Activities:
Reading books, social justice

Frequency of Checking Social Media:
Doesn’t use social media

mailto:info@leadingindicator.com
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Diligent Achievers

Coaching Profile

Coaching Status:
Least open to coaching

Coaching Segment:
Authentics

Coaching Approach:

Diligent Achievers are naturally drawn to the notion that they have something unique to offer, 
and that if the barriers to their full flowering were removed, they would realize their full 
potential. Diligent Achievers trust the systems that have brought them their many successes, 
for good reason, although they are willing to take the credit as the natural result of their hard 
work. A challenge in working with this group is to harness their motivation to become their best 
selves while broadening their perspectives to permit them some humility. Action plans that 
focus on identifying what makes them special and unique, that can be leveraged in pursuit of 
their highest selves, should be particularly effective.
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Stressed Revealers

Positive aspirations for social 
inclusion and fulfilling 
personal potential

Fear burnout, and worry 
about mental health

Value spiritual 
salvation

High level of stress 
and worryFind work to be very 

challenging

Most likely to value internal 
values of inner harmony and 
self-respect

Open to new experiences
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Stressed Revealers

Emotional Need Profile

Type:
Stressed Revealers

Need Skew:
Negative

Need Activation:
Very High

Elevated Needs:
Potential, Limitation, Inclusion, Scorn, 
Unethical, Materialism, Disempowerment, 
Feeling unsafe, Injustice

Psychological Profile

Personality:
Innovative, Extraverted

Coping Style:
Problem solving, Distraction, Spirituality

Locus of Control: 
External

Imposter Syndrome:
Moderate

Values:
Friendship, Self-Respect, Happiness, Inner 
Harmony, Pleasure, Family Security, 
Salvation, Recognition

Degree of Self-actualization:
Moderate; limited by lack of agency

Stress Level:
High; Own/family physical health; Own/family 
emotional state; may feel unsafe at work; 
worried about breakdown of society

Self Transcendence:
Highest; believe in larger purpose;  mystical 
connections; fulfillment of prayer

Social Profile

Archetype (roles played):
Everyman, Lover, Magician

Loneliness:
Very lonely; feel left out; lacking 
companionship, isolated

Emotional Intelligence:
Moderate EQ: can regulate own emotions; 
weak recognition of others’ emotions

Social Support:
Unsupported at home; highest unmet care 
needs
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Stressed Revealers

Career Profile

Career Values:
Inclusion, Caring, Recognition, Justice

Occupational Profile: 
Social, Artistic, Realistic

Work Attitudes:
Moderately challenged; under-resourced; 
connected to mgr, coworkers; understand 
back to work plan; monitoring of emotion-
al wellbeing; expect fundamental changes; 
relationship will strengthen; working harder 
than ever; recent job change; 4th lowest job 
satisfaction

Work Types Open To:
Be inspired by others; flexibility; practical; 
learn a process and repeat it; solve problems; 
making things; being challenged; helping 
people with emotional problems; assemble 
IKEA furniture

Strengths:
Relationships, Imposing will, Confident in 
strengths, Big picture, See patterns in chaos, 
Visionary, Need order, Need to be admired

Personal Profile

Activities:
Charity volunteering, None of the above

Frequency of Checking Social Media:
Constantly, hourly
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Stressed Revealers

Coaching Profile

Coaching Status:
Low openness to coaching

Coaching Segment:
Insecure

Coaching Approach:

A key to effectively working with Stressed Revealers is to understand that their cheerful 
presentation is a false front, and that they most of all want to be seen. Focusing on them as 
unique individuals with untapped potential will provide them with relief and motivation to grow.
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Connection Cravers

Strong social needs for 
positive inclusion, caring, 
and recognition

Coping style marked by 
denial and avoidance 

Active on social media 

Average level of stress 

Feel disconnected 
from coworkers

Less likely to be satisfied 
with their current jobs
 

Average extraversion
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Connection Cravers

Emotional Need Profile

Type:
Connection Cravers

Need Skew:
Balanced, slightly negative

Need Activation:
High

Elevated Needs:
Insecurity, Potential, Success, Inclusion, 
Caring, Recognition

Psychological Profile

Personality:
Casual

Coping Style:
Denial/Avoidance

Locus of Control: 
External

Imposter Syndrome:
High

Values:
Love, Happiness, Freedom, Pleasure

Degree of Self-actualization:
Least; limited by feelings of inadequacy; lack 
of self acceptance; lack of purpose

Stress Level:
Moderate; Own/family physical health; Own/
family emotional state; may feel unsafe at 
work; worried about breakdown of society

Self Transcendence:
Lowest

Social Profile

Archetype (roles played):
Hero, Explorer, Jester

Loneliness:
Very lonely; feel left out

Emotional Intelligence:
Low EQ: Weak recognition of others’ emotions 
& utilization of emotions

Social Support:
Least support at home; unmet care needs; 
weak support network
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Connection Cravers

Career Profile

Career Values:
Autonomy, Immersion, Success, Recognition

Approach to Learning:
Already have all the knowledge I need

Work Attitudes:
Most challenged; under-resourced; 
disconnected from mgr, coworkers; don’t 
understand back to work plan; uncaring 
employer; expect fundamental changes; 
relationship will weaken (most); fear 
burnout; low job change, quitting; income gap 
is too large; company’s social justice efforts 
are insincere; company doesn’t care; least 
likely to recommend; 3rd lowest job 
satisfaction; 2nd most inflated 
self-assessment

Occupational Profile: 
Social, Enterprising, Investigative 

Strengths:
Relationships, Big Picture, Motivated by 
breakdowns, Visionary

Work Types Open To:
Solve problems; flexibility; being challenged; 
staying behind the scenes; practical; working 
with others; sharing ideas; moving others to 
action; forensics; coaching a team

Personal Profile

Activities:
None of the above

Frequency of Checking Social Media:
A few times a day
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Connection Cravers

Coaching Profile

Coaching Status:
2nd highest openness to coach

Coaching Segment:
Self-sufficient

Coaching Approach:

A key to effectively working with Connection Cravers is to recognize their longing for human 
contact, appreciation, and validation. Getting them involved in in-person, group work will speak 
directly to their primary social needs, and help to lower their level of worry. This type of person 
is not satisfied with the status quo and is willing to take action so they will likely need no 
convincing that a plan of action would be helpful. Weaving their plans into a social context 
should be extremely effective in creating a virtuous cycle of motivation and action.
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Relief-Seekers

Insecure

Coping styles tend toward 
being avoidant, externalizing, 
and self-blaming

Tremendous level of stress 
and instability

Low levels of trust for 
management Fear losing job

Tend toward introversion
 

Casual and low levels of 
agreeableness
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Relief-Seekers

Emotional Need Profile

Type:
Relief-Seekers

Need Skew:
Extremely negative

Need Activation:
High

Elevated Needs:
Worry, Limitation, Scorn, Materialism

Psychological Profile

Personality:
Diligent, Agreeable, Extraverted

Coping Style:
Denial/Avoidance, Externalizing, Self-Blame

Locus of Control: 
Mixed

Imposter Syndrome:
Low

Values:
Happiness, Love, Freedom, Wisdom, Family 
Security, Pleasure, Excitement

Degree of Self-actualization:
Moderate; limited by lack of self acceptance

Stress Level:
Extremely high; Own/family emotional state; 
worried about economy

Self Transcendence:
Highest; believe in mystical connections; 
fulfillment of prayer

Social Profile

Archetype (roles played):
Sage, Caregiver, Magician

Loneliness:
Moderate loneliness; lacking companionship, 
isolated

Emotional Intelligence:
High EQ: recognize own & others emotions; 
can regulate own & others emotions, and 
utilize emotions 

Social Support:
Moderately supported; weak support network
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Relief-Seekers

Career Profile

Career Values:
Safety, Caring, Inclusion, Success

Approach to Learning:
Love learning for its own sake

Work Attitudes:
Very challenged; some resources; connected 
to mgr, coworkers; understand back to work 
plan; employer cares; monitoring of emotional 
wellbeing; expect no changes; working harder 
than ever; fear burnout; most likely to have 
changed jobs recently; “company cares”

Occupational Profile: 
Social, Investigative, Artistic

Strengths:
Relationships, See patterns in chaos, 
Confident in strengths, Imposing will, 
Big picture, Need order

Work Types Open To:
Flexibility; Learn process and repeat it; 
practical; help people with emotional 
problems; solve problems; be inspired by 
others; organize chaos; stay behind the 
scenes; work alone; write fiction; take 
inventory

Personal Profile

Activities:
Religion

Frequency of Checking Social Media:
Once per day
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Relief-Seekers

Coaching Profile

Coaching Status:
Middling

Coaching Segment:
Closed

Coaching Approach:

The hallmark of Relief-Seekers is their overwhelming negativity and untreated mental health 
needs. Referral to a mental health professional to rule out complicating factors, like untreated 
depression or generalized worry, is an important first step before effective coaching can 
begin.
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Amiable Optimists

Below average 
in trait worry

Casual

 Overwhelming positivity

Challenged by their 
current work

Work either on a mobile or 
remote basis

Lower than average 
levels of stress

Report they are working 
harder than ever

Above average in 
agreeableness  

Closed to new experiences 
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Amiable Optimists

Emotional Need Profile

Type:
Amiable Optimists

Need Skew:
Positive

Need Activation:
Moderate

Elevated Needs:
Potential, Success, Recognition, Justice, 
Safety, Autonomy, Immersion, Inclusion, 
Caring

Psychological Profile

Personality:
Innovative, Extraverted, Secure

Coping Style:
Externalize, No self blame

Locus of Control: 
External

Imposter Syndrome:
High

Values:
Friendship, Self-Respect, Equality, Pleasure, 
Recognition, Beauty, Excitement

Degree of Self-actualization:
Moderate; limited by lack of agency

Stress Level:
Low; Own physical health; Own/family 
emotional state

Self Transcendence:
High; believe in larger purpose; mystical 
connections; fulfillment of prayer

Social Profile

Archetype (roles played):
Sage, Artist, Hero, Magician

Loneliness:
Less lonely

Emotional Intelligence:
Highest EQ: recognize own & others emotions; 
can regulate own & others emotions, and 
utilize emotions 

Social Support:
Unsupported but safe at home; unmet care 
needs; strongest support network
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Amiable Optimists

Career Profile

Career Values:
Purpose, Ethics, Justice, Immersion, 
Authenticity

Approach to Learning:
Love learning for its own sake Occupational

Work Attitudes:
Very challenged; lots of resources; 
connected to coworkers, not mgr; 
employer cares; monitoring of emotional 
wellbeing; expect no changes; relationship 
will strengthen; working harder than ever;  
most likely to have switched jobs recently; 
most likely to say “company cares”; least likely 
to quit; most likely to recommend; highest job 
satisfaction

Occupational Profile: 
Social, Enterprising, Investigative, Artistic

Strengths:
Relationships, Confident in strengths, Big 
picture, See patterns in chaos, Visionary, 
Motivated by breakdowns

Work Types Open To:
Practical; flexibility; connect in person; be 
inspired by others; learn process and repeat 
it; solve problems; help those with 
emotional problems; work with others; make 
things; cyber security; care for others; 
being challenged; give inspiring 
presentations; being an expert; being 
creative; deadlines; organize chaos; career 
guidance; early adopter of tech

Personal Profile

Activities:
Professional and personal development, 
charity, social justice

Frequency of Checking Social Media:
Hourly
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Amiable Optimists

Coaching Profile

Coaching Status:
2nd most likely to already have a coach

Coaching Segment:
Authentics

Coaching Approach:

The Optimist profile is easy to recognize: They are confident, self-assured believers in 
themselves and in the power of their intentions. They are driven to achieve their potential, 
material success, and social recognition, any and all of which may be harnessed to provide the 
motivational energy to propel them into their plans. A potential blind spot for this type is their 
tendency to believe that they can simply will their success into being without necessarily doing 
all the hard work that is normally required. Similarly, they tend to externalize their problems, 
which can make constructive problem solving more difficult. Action plans that focus on them 
as the protagonists of their stories, emphasizing their personal control over the events of their 
lives, with clear outcomes as the goal of planning, will be particularly effective.
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Aspiring Agreeables

 High on agreeableness

Low levels of stress

Expect relationship with 
employer to only grow stronger

Work either on a mobile or 
remote basis

 Low worry

Likely to be trained 
professionals in 
business services

Report being in 
stable health

 Openness to experience
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Aspiring Agreeables

Emotional Need Profile

Type:
Aspiring Agreeables

Need Skew:
Positive

Need Activation:
Low to Moderate

Elevated Needs:
Success, Recognition, Inclusion

Psychological Profile

Personality:
Conventional, Insecure

Coping Style:
None

Locus of Control: 
Mixed

Imposter Syndrome:
Low

Values:
Friendship, Self-Respect, Equality, Wisdom; 
Salvation, National Security

Degree of Self-actualization:
Low; limited by feelings of inadequacy; lack of 
self acceptance

Stress Level:
Very Low; Family physical/emotional state; 
worried about economy

Self Transcendence:
Moderate; believe in mystical connections

Social Profile

Archetype (roles played):
Artist, Ruler, Innocent

Loneliness:
Less lonely

Emotional Intelligence:
Low EQ: can recognize own emotions; weak 
regulation of own & others’ emotions

Social Support:
Supported at home 
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Aspiring Agreeables

Career Profile

Career Values:
Safety, Authenticity, Potential, Autonomy

Approach to Learning:
Already have all the knowledge I need

Work Attitudes:
Not at all challenged; have resources; 
disconnected from mgr, coworkers; don’t 
understand back to work plan; uncaring 
employer; expect no changes; relationship 
won’t change; most likely to have changed 
jobs recently; company doesn’t care

Occupational Profile: 
Investigative, Artistic, Social

Strengths:
Big picture, Confident in strengths, 
Relationships, See patterns in chaos, 
Visionary, Impatient for action, Need to be 
admired

Work Types Open To:
Flexibility; Learn process and repeat it; solve 
problems; be inspired by others; care for 
others; practical; stay behind the scenes; 
work alone; be an expert; be creative

Personal Profile

Activities:
Personal development, Reading books

Frequency of Checking Social Media:
A few times per day to a few times per week
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Aspiring Agreeables

Coaching Profile

Coaching Status:
Most open to having a coach

Coaching Segment:
Insecure

Coaching Approach:

As the type most likely to already be working on personal development, this type already 
demonstrates a willingness to investing in themselves. A key to effectively working with Aspiring 
Agreeables is to surface their strongly positive feelings about their work and employer, and to 
allow them to connect those feelings to their goals of success and recognition. Getting them to 
elaborate on the higher purpose or mission that is served by their, and their companies’ work, 
will provide sources of higher and more enduring motivation as they attain tangible but fleeting 
successes and moments of recognition.
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Purpose-Questers

Extraverted and casual

High level of stress

Feel “out of the loop”  
disconnected from 
management

Struggle with trait 
worry and self-esteem 
issues

Tend to play golf

Worry about 
burnout
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Purpose-Questers

Emotional Need Profile

Type:
Purpose Questers

Need Skew:
Positive

Need Activation:
Low  

Elevated Needs:
Justice, Ethics, Purpose, Inclusion, 
Recognition

Psychological Profile

Personality:
Diligent, Extraverts, Agreeable, Conventional, 
Secure

Coping Style:
Acceptance, Self Blame

Locus of Control: 
Internal

Imposter Syndrome:
Low

Values:
Wisdom, Family Security, Comfort, Peace

Degree of Self-actualization:
Highest

Stress Level:
Moderate; Family physical health; worried 
about economy, breakdown of society

Self Transcendence:
Moderate; believe in larger purpose; 
fulfillment of prayer

Social Profile

Archetype (roles played):
Sage, Everyman, Ruler, Magician

Loneliness:
Less lonely

Emotional Intelligence:
Low EQ: Weak recognition of own & others’ 
emotions 

Social Support:
Supported at home; unmet care needs
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Purpose-Questers

Career Profile

Career Values:
Purpose, Ethics, Justice, Inclusion

Approach to Learning:
Love learning for its own sake

Work Attitudes:
Low challenge; lots of resources; connected 
to mgr, coworkers; understand back to work 
plan; employer cares; expect fundamental 
changes; relationship will strengthen; low job 
change, quitting; “company cares”; 3rd 
highest job satisfaction

Occupational Profile: 
Social, Investigative, Artistic

Strengths:
Relationships, Confident in strengths, Big 
picture, Imposing will, See patterns in chaos, 
Need order, Impatient for action

Work Types Open To:
Practical; flexibility; learn process and repeat 
it; be inspired by others; care for others; solve 
problems; connect in person; make things; 
work with others; cbeing challenged; share 
ideas; give inspiring presentations; being an 
expert; being creative; deadines; organize 
chaos; career guidance; early adopter of tech

Personal Profile

Activities:
Religion

Frequency of Checking Social Media:
A few times per day  
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Purpose-Questers

Coaching Profile

Coaching Status:
Low openness to coaching

Coaching Segment:
Self-sufficient

Coaching Approach:

A key to effectively working with The Purpose-Driven is the recognition that their motivation to 
change comes from social and ethical aspirations. They aren’t interested in working “on 
themselves” or in “achieving their full potential.” Instead, they are focused on principles, which 
they may struggle at first to clearly articulate; using exercises to clarify and concretize their 
values will pay dividends. Ultimately, focusing action plans on making changes that will  
ultimately serve the principles of justice, ethics, and purpose will be particularly effective for 
this group.
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Justice-Seekers

Likely to be introverted 

Low level of stress 

Question the ethics of 
the company they 
work for

Least likely to rely on 
social support

Report feeling 
disconnected from their 
manager and co-workers

High levels of 
agreeableness and 
diligence

Closed to new 
experiences

Engage in constructive 
problem solving 
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Justice-Seekers

Emotional Need Profile

Type:
Justice-Seekers

Need Skew:
Moderate Negative

Need Activation:
Moderate  

Elevated Needs:
Injustice, Limitation, Disempowerment, 
Inclusion, Recognition

Psychological Profile

Personality:
Introverted, Agreeable, Diligent, Innovative, 
Insecure

Coping Style:
Problem solving, not Social support or 
Avoidance

Locus of Control: 
Internal

Imposter Syndrome:
Lowest

Values:
Inner Harmony, Freedom, Salvation, Beauty

Degree of Self-actualization:
High; limited by feelings of inadequacy

Stress Level:
Low; Few worries; worried about economy

Self Transcendence:
High

Social Profile

Archetype (roles played):
Caregiver, Innocent, Lover, Magician

Loneliness:
Moderate loneliness

Emotional Intelligence:
Moderate EQ: Strong recognition of others’ 
emotions and utilization of own emotions; 
Weak regulation of others’ emotions 

Social Support:
Supported & safe at home; few unmet care 
needs; strongest support network
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Justice-Seekers

Career Profile

Career Values:
Purpose, Ethics, Justice, Inclusion

Approach to Learning:
Love learning for its own sake

Work Attitudes:
Not challenged; not working hard; 
under-resourced; disconnected from mgr, 
coworkers; totally understand back to work 
plan; moderate belief that employer cares; 
least monitoring of emotional wellbeing; 
expect minor changes; relationship will 
strengthen; fear burnout; least likely to have 
switched jobs recently; most likely to plan 
to quit; most likely to feel income gap is too 
large; company’s social justice efforts are 
insincere; company doesn’t care; 2nd least 
likely to recommend; lowest job satisfaction; 
most inflated self-assessment

Occupational Profile: 
Enterprising, Social, Investigative

Strengths:
Relationships, Big Picture, See patterns in 
chaos, Confident in strengths, Imposing will, 
Motivated by breakdowns

Work Types Open To:
Learn a process and repeat it; be inspired by 
others; take care of others; building things; 
connect in person; help people with emotional 
problems; give career guidance; want element 
of creativity

Personal Profile

Activities:
Personal development; Reading books

Frequency of Checking Social Media:
A few times per day  
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Justice-Seekers

Coaching Profile

Coaching Status:
2nd highest openness to coach

Coaching Segment:
Self-sufficient

Coaching Approach:

A key to effectively working with Justice-Seekers is to first understand that although they may 
appear to be fine and uncomplicated, there is actually a lot going on below the surface. 
Justice-Seekers strive for equanimity and seek to project a sense of composure to others, yet 
they have several salient emotional needs that can drive them to action. Chief among these is 
the desire to see greater social justice, which they may experience as structural forces that are 
uncaring, hold them back from reaching their full potential, and disempower them. Action plans 
that focus on the restoration of agency, autonomy, inclusion, and pursuit of their highest selves 
as a way to serve the principle of (caring) justice and fairness will be particularly effective.
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Focused Strivers

Extraverts

Secure

Feel good about 
their work

 Low stress level

Tend to not hold 
management positions

High level of 
agreeableness

Less likely to use 
social media

Low degree of 
challenge at work
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Focused Strivers

Emotional Need Profile

Type:
Focused Strivers

Need Skew:
Positive

Need Activation:
Low

Elevated Needs:
Safety, Potential

Psychological Profile

Personality:
Diligent, Conventional, Secure

Coping Style:
None

Locus of Control: 
Internal

Imposter Syndrome:
Low

Values:
Happiness, Love, Freedom, Wisdom, Family 
Security, Pleasure, Excitement

Degree of Self-actualization:
Highest

Stress Level:
Low; Fewest worries

Self Transcendence:
Low

Social Profile

Archetype (roles played):
Sage, Caregiver, Magician

Loneliness:
Less lonely

Emotional Intelligence:
Moderate EQ: Strong recognition of others 
emotions

Social Support:
Moderately supported at home
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Focused Strivers

Career Profile

Career Values:
Ethics, Success, Autonomy

Occupational Profile: 
Social, Artistic, Enterprising, Investigative, 
Conventional

Work Attitudes:
Low challenge; lots of resources; connected 
to mgr, coworkers; don’t understand back to 
work plan; expect minor changes; relationship 
won’t change; low job change, quitting; most 
realistic performance self-assessment

Work Types Open To:
Practical; learn process and repeat it; solve 
problems; learn new things; share ideas; 
flexibility; being challenged; connect in 
person; organize chaos; move people to action

Strengths:
Big picture, Relationships, Confident in 
strengths, See patterns in chaos, Imposing 
will 

Personal Profile

Activities:
Personal development, None of the above

Frequency of Checking Social Media:
A few times per day to a few times per week
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Focused Strivers

Coaching Profile

Coaching Status:
Least likely to have a coach, closed

Coaching Segment:
Self-sufficient

Coaching Approach:

A key to effectively working with Focused Strivers is to get past their “self-satisfied” posture. 
They don’t rate their goal attainment as particularly strong, despite feeling that they do their 
jobs well. Despite being middle income and non-management, they tend to be complacent. 
Focusing on their personal potential is key – What do they envision themselves doing in five 
years or ten years? Getting them to build a complete vision of their possible selves will, in itself, 
be highly motivating for them. Leveraging their emphasis on logic and intelligence to create a 
mindful plan for the accomplishment of clearly stated goals should be particularly effective.
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